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Can Planning Mitigate UHI?

A “Remote Sensing” and “Local Climate Zones” Analysis for Barcelona
ROLANDO BIERE 1, BLANCA ARELLANO 2, JOSEP ROCA 3
1, 2, 3

Centre for Land Policy and Valuations(CPSV), Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), Barcelona, Spain
ABSTRACT: Warming of the climate system is unequivocal [1]. There is a consensus on the fact that cities have a
special role in Climate Change (CC). In this context maybe one of the most relevant climatic factors is the Urban
Heat Island effect. For this reason, the introduction of climate assessment in urban and territorial planning can
serve to mitigate the effects of the UHI. The main objective of this paper is to study, using remote sensing
techniques, how urban planning affects the generation of the Urban Heat Island in the Metropolitan Area of
Barcelona (MAB), as well as the determination of LCZ specifically adapted to this area with more than 30
municipalities, bringing together about 3.5 million inhabitants. The paper shows the methodology used to define
"local climate zones", or "climatopes", and their insertion in metropolitan urban planning. Its inclusion in urban
planning can be a decisive step to reduce the city's climate impacts, increasing its resilience to heat waves. The
results allow to know the climatic behaviour of the different land uses, as well as to elaborate criteria that increase
the efficiency of urban planning from the perspective of Climate Change.
KEYWORDS: Climate Change, Urban Heat Island, Regional and Urban Planning

1. INTRODUCTION
Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and
since the 1950s, many of the observed changes are
unprecedented over decades to millennia. The
atmosphere and ocean have warmed, the amounts of
snow and ice have diminished, and sea level has risen
[1]. The global emissions of GHG due to the effects of
human activities have increased, since the preindustrial era, by 70% between 1970 and 2004. The
result of the different models of the evolution of the
temperatures of the earth's surface, show the
prominence of anthropogenic forcing origin, with
respect to those of a natural nature.
There is a consensus on the fact that cities have a
special role in the Climate Change (CC). According to
the Center for Human Settlements, cities are
responsible for 75% of global energy consumption, as
of 80% of GHG emissions [2]. The contribution of the
urbanization to the climatic change is of double
nature: on the one hand, by the urban generation of
GHG, a factor that contributes in a decisive way to the
global warming of the planet; on the other, by the
radiation generated by the surface of the urbanized
land, which determines a marked flow of sensible and
latent heat according to the type of urban covers, as
well as their degree of humidity. Although the climate
of cities depends mainly on factors of regional
character, the local and micro-scale factors, such as
the different characteristics of the urban structure, the
topography and surface of the ground cover,
vegetation, as well as the anthropogenic heat
generated by urban metabolism, among other factors,
can modify the regional climate and generate urban
microclimates. There are significant differences in the
climate of urban areas compared to rural areas: The

Urban Heat Island (UHI) describes the influence of
urban surfaces on the temperature patterns in
contrast to the surrounding areas.
One of the main causes is the sealed land and
artificial materials (e. asphalt and concrete) used in
urban areas. Two types of UHI can be distinguished
(Fig. 1): a) “canopy layer heat island”, which depends
on the roughness of the soil generated by the buildings
and the canopy of the trees, with an upper limit
located just above the level of the roofs of the
buildings, and b) “boundary level heat island”, situated
above the first, with a lower limit subject to the
influence of the urban surface.

Figure 1: Urban Canopy & Urban Boundary Layers [3]

Urban planning has a fundamental transcendence
to inform, coordinate and implement measures to
improve the climate quality of cities in the face of
global climate change [4]. There have been some
initiatives to introduce methodologies, in the spatial
planning, aimed at mitigating climate change.
Especially on the “small scale”, there is an extensive
experience of urban bioclimatic design. In turn, at the
building level there has been a significant effort in
recent years to increase energy efficiency, with the
aim of reducing the generation of GHG. On the “large
scale”, however, that of urban and territorial planning,
there does not seem to be a parallel awareness, with
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few initiatives to adapt it in order to increase urban
resilience to climate change.
The development of the so-called climatopes has
become one of the most effective mechanisms for the
introduction of climate in territorial and urban
planning to the "large scale" (meso-scale, in climatic
terms). The beginnings of this technique are found in
the pioneering works developed by German
researchers at the end of the 70's, which developed
the new technique of the Climatopes [5, 6].
This technique, called in the English-language
literature, Local Climate Zones (LCZ) has highlighted
the importance of integrating climate assessment into
territorial and urban planning [7]. The traditional
approach that differentiated exclusively the “urban”
from the “rural” has been definitively overcome. In
this sense, the incorporation of “climatopes” (typical
of Central European culture) in the official (AngloSaxon) discourse of urban climatology has been
especially relevant [8].
These are defined as all classes to emerge from the
division of the landscape universe [8]. The classes are
local in scale (Fig. 2), climatic in nature, and zonal in
representation.

property, which in most cases is the height/packing of
roughness objects or the dominant land cover [9]. The
physical properties of all zones are measurable and
nonspecific as to place or time. The analysis using Local
Climate Zones (LCZ) to understand the UHI effect in the
city is relevant, considering the difference in
temperatures of the classes between them. LCZ have
served as a link between both approaches, previously
separated.
The introduction of climate assessment in urban
and territorial planning can serve to mitigate the
effects of the UHI. The practice of planning must
include measures such as the limitation of urban
expansion, the increase of green areas (including the
roofs and facades of buildings) as well as the
percentage of pervious land. It is also important to
include the modification of the albedo of the built
areas (increasing the degree of reflection of incoming
solar radiation), the integration of artificial water
bodies, the promotion of urban ventilation, the
architectural composition of the building and, in
general, the composition of urban morphology in a
way that facilitates air circulation, generates urban
canyons and softens temperatures. All these are
measures that must be included in the daily practices
of urban and territorial planning.
2. OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY
The general objective of the research is to study,
using remote sensing techniques, how urban planning
affects the generation of the Urban Heat Island in the
Metropolitan Area of Barcelona (MAB), as well as the
determination of LCZ specifically adapted to the case
of study. MAB (Fig. 3) includes more than 30
municipalities bringing together about 3.2 million
inhabitants and an extension of 636 km2.

Figure 2: Local Climate Zones defined by Oke [10]

Figure 3: MRB (in white) and MAB (in blue)

These LCZ can be understood as regions of uniform
surface cover, structure, material, and human activity
that span hundreds of meters to several kilometres in
the horizontal scale. Each LCZ has a characteristic
screen-height temperature regime that is most
apparent over dry surfaces, on calm, clear nights, and
in areas of simple relief. Each LCZ is individually named
and ordered by one (or more) distinguishing surface

The Metropolitan Area is the economic and
political heart of the Metropolitan Region of Barcelona
(MRB), which includes 164 municipalities with a
population of 4.8 million people and an extension of
3,200 square kilometres (Fig. 3). At this metropolitan
scale, the spatial configuration of the UHI will be
studied.
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The objective of this work is to integrate the
evaluation of the urban climate in the metropolitan
planning of Barcelona. It is necessary to overcome the
traditional vision of urban zoning, from a strictly
morphological vision, from the regulation of land uses
to a more integral perspective, which incorporates the
environmental assessment (including generation of
GHG) and climate of the urban territory.
The methodology of this work combines the use of
remote sensing technologies with the analysis of the
attributes that characterize the different areas of
urban planning. The combination of both approaches,
remote and local data allow the construction of the
different LCZ or “climatopes”, as well as incorporate
climate analysis in urban planning.
Specifically, the research methodology is
developed in the following steps:
x Remote sensing analysis: 1) LST is obtained from
LANDSAT 8; 2) the information obtained through
the satellites allows knowing some indices that
affect the UHI, such as the NDVI, NDBI, Urban
Index and others indicators, and; 3) LST and the
other obtained indexes by remote sensing allow
a detailed approximation of the UHI of the MRB
and MAB.
x Local Analysis. The objective of this second stage
of the research is to integrate the different
indicators obtained through remote sensing in
the analysis of the built environment. The aim is
to develop a methodology of urban-climatic
zoning, which integrates the main components of
urban climate in the traditional urban zoning.
Among others, the following indicators has been
used at the local level: Albedo, Sky View Factor,
Pervious/impervious
surface,
LST,
Air
Temperature, three canopy and quality of
vegetation, NDBI and other indices of building
intensity and Floor Area Ratio.
The integration of the previous indicators with the
data obtained through remote sensing allows
obtaining the regional climate or LCZ of Barcelona.
3. OBTAINING THE LST FOR THE MRB AND MAB
The method to obtain the LST has been based on
obtained information from LANDSAT.
3.1 Day-time LST Obtaining Process
The numerical coding (Digital Number-DN) of the
thermal band (infrared heat) has been converted into
physical units i.e. in Celsius degrees, as follow (Fig. 4):
x Transformation of DN into spectral radiance.
x Calculation of brightness temperature at-sensor.
This temperature does not consider the type of
material or land that emits the energy captured.
Therefore, it would be equivalent to the
temperature emitted by a black body.

x Correction of the numerical value obtained in the
previous steps, by introducing the emissivity of
the soil materials. The emissivity is obtained from
the normalized difference vegetation index,
NDVI. The use of this index respect to other
alternatives, such as land use classification has
two main advantages: 1. both, temperature and
vegetation index come from the same moment in
time, and 2. the immediacy of the calculation of
this index.

Figure 4: Stages of the LST Process

Once finished this process, the UHI for the
Metropolitan Region of Barcelona is obtained (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: LST of the Metropolitan Region of Barcelona.

3.2 Improving the Spatial Resolution of the LST
The resolution of Landsat (30 m/pixel in the visible
and infrared bands, 100 m/pixel in the thermal band)
does not allow a detailed knowledge of the LST (Fig. 6).
Sentinel 2 (10 m/pixel) offers the possibility of resizing
the thermal image to a higher level of spatial
resolution. To change the resolution from 30 to 10
m/pixel, two different OLS models are developed:
x On the one hand, a strictly geographical model is
tested. Such model incorporates, as independent
variables, the altitude (DTM), orientation, slope
and distance to the sea. The model explains
38.5% of the variation of the LST.
x In a similar way, an “urban model” can be
constructed to explain the day-time LST
(Landsat). The best model of the tested ones
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explains 55% of the variation of the LST, with the
NDVI (-), NDBI and UI (+), and the average LST of
the urban planning areas (which appears as the
most significant variable).
x The integration of the two previous models,
allows to improve the R2 up to 0.572. The change
of scale from 30 (Landsat 8) to 10 meters
(Sentinel2) allows to substantially improve the
visibility of the UHI.
x Finally, a "hybrid" model at 10 meters / pixel is
tested (Fig. 5). This model explains 64% of the
spatial variation of the LST, improving in a
sensible way the visualization of the UHI of
Barcelona. The model is constructed with the
NDVI (-), NDBI (+), orientation (-), slope (+), UI (+),
altitude (-), distance to the coast (-), emissivity (), distance to the centre of the city (+), albedo (-)
and the average LST of the different zones of
metropolitan planning (+).
All the variables are significant (except for the
Urban Index, due to its high collinearity with the NDBI)
and appear with the expected sign. It is noteworthy
that, at the scale of the municipality of Barcelona, the
distance to the centre appears with a positive sign, due
to the existence of (hot) industrial zones in the
periphery of the city.

extreme LST are also located in the industrial areas and
in the compact centers located in the Pre-Coastal
Depression, which runs parallel to the sea, beyond the
Coastal Mountains (Garraf, Collserola and so on). The
agricultural areas of the Pre-Coastal Depression,
especially the vineyards, also observe elevated LST. On
the opposite side, the forested areas show the lowest
temperatures at metropolitan scale: the spaces
characterized by a high quantity and quality of the
vegetation observe the most moderate LST in the
MRB, as evidenced by the high negative correlation
between the NDVI and the day-time LST.
During the night (Fig. 8), the spatial distribution of
the LST varies in a meaningful way. The compact urban
centers, and especially the city of Barcelona, denote
the highest LST.
On the other hand, in rural areas, the reduction of
night temperatures is pronounced. The agrarian zones,
and especially the vineyards, observe a much more
pronounced cooling than the urban spaces. And the
highest LSTs move from the Pre-Coastal Depression to
the Coastline. The industrial areas, on the other hand,
also show a marked reduction of the LST: they cool
much more sharply than the compact residential
fabrics. And the wooded areas, except for those
located at very high altitudes (>1,000 meters), also
observe, like the urban centers, a greater thermal
inertia. Forests preserve surface temperature much
more than open spaces.

Figure 6: LST (Landsat 8) vs “Hybrid” Model

3.3 Night-time LST Obtaining Process
Once the LST was obtained at day-time by means
of Landsat (30 m/pixel) and Sentinel (10 m/pixel), the
LST at night-time was obtained through MODIS (1
km/pixel). In this step is possible make a comparison
between day-time LST (Landsat) with night-time LST
(MODIS). This comparison (Fig. 7) shows the sharp
differences between the morphology of the UHI in
day-time and night-time.

Figure 8: MAB Night-time UHI

Figure 7: Comparison Day-time LST vs Night-time LST.

During the day, the metropolitan centre (the city of
Barcelona) does not show the highest metropolitan
LST. They are the industrial areas of the first
metropolitan ring (that surrounds the city except for
the North side, where Collserola Park closes the ring)
that reveal the highest surface temperatures. The

Figure 9: Night-time LST (30 meters/pixel)

The nocturnal LST, with a spatial resolution of 30
m/pixel (Fig. 9), confirms the different geographical
distribution of the metropolitan UHI in relation to the
day-time LST. There is a clear relative warming (less
cooling) of the coastal areas and the main urban
centres of the pre-coastal depression. The city of
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Barcelona, the metropolitan centre, obtains the
highest LST. On the other hand, the industrial areas of
the urban periphery as well as the agricultural ones are
cooled down sharply, forming a marked UHI.
3.4 Analysis and results
Once obtained the LST is possible to know the UHI
of the MRB, differenced by uses. The hottest uses are:
Logistics Activity, 34.40%; Industry, 33,29%; Dev. Land
(economic activities), 31,89%; Tertiary, 31,39%; Roads
and Streets, 31,34%; Compact City, 31,05%; Mixed
Area, 31,04%; Mixed Use Development, 30,82%; and
Old City, 30,32%. In the other extreme the coolest
areas are: Rural (protection), 28,16%; Green Areas,
28,23%; Hydrographic system, 28,61%; Detached
Houses, 28,62%; Agricultural Land, 29,08%;
Residential Blocks, 29,6%; Dev. Land (residential),
29,71%; and Semi-Detached Houses, 30,3%. From this
distribution, the most highlighted is that:
x The “economic activities & logistics” (34.40°C),
“industrial” (33.29°C), “tertiary” and “services”
(31.37°C) represent the hottest land uses.
x At the same time the “roads network” (31.34°C)
as well as the “compact residential” (31.05°C),
LST is clearly higher than the average of the MRB
(28.58 °C).
x The “non-developable land of special
protection”, the “undeveloped land with
protection”, the “open spaces and green areas”
as well as the “Hydrographic system”, are the
best rated land uses from a climate perspective.
In summary: the artificialized areas observe an
average LST that is 7.2% higher than the nonartificialized zones.
The combination of the LST with the remaining
indexes used (NDVI, NDBI, albedo, SVF, Floor Area
Ratio, …) allows the establishment of the LCZ in the
MAB.
The average LAST (day and night time) of the
different Corine Land Covers of the MRB is also
compared (Table 1).

4. LOCAL CLIMATE ZONES OF THE MAB
The results of the previous epigraph confirm the
existence of a pronounced UHI in the metropolitan
area of Barcelona. It is convenient, therefore, to
propose (in urban planning) measures aimed at
refreshing highly artificialized covers. For this, it is
convenient the introduction of “climatopes” or “local
climate zones” in urban planning.
The methodology used to delimit the LCZs of the
MRB differentiates the following categories:
1. Urban fabrics. a) Residential (Fig.10): i. Old cities,
ii. “Ensanches” (high and medium density compact
urban fabrics), iii. Isolated Blocks, and iv. Urban
Sprawl, and b) Industrial (Fig.11): i. In urban
continuum, and ii. Industrial parks.
2. Open spaces. a) Agricultural lands, b) Urban
Parks, and c) Forest Areas.

Figure 10: Urban Fabrics. Residential

Table 1: LST (day and night) by CLC.
Corine Land Cover
High and medium density
Urban Sprawl
Industrial and commercial
Other Urban Land Uses
Agricultural Areas
Forest Areas
Other Rural Land Uses

LST

Day-time Night-time

30.35
28.80
31.21
29.72
30.07
26.93
28.35

17.63
16.17
16.52
17.06
15.06
15.23
15.32

Difference
12.72
12.63
14.69
12.66
15.01

Figure 10: Urban Fabrics. Industrial

11.70

13.03

The preceding analysis allows the elaboration of
LCZ that simultaneously attend urban planning and
climate behaviour.

This analyse, has been carried out in the MAB, and
also in detailed specific areas. Has been overlapped
different information sources: Metropolitan General
Plan (current urban planning from de the Urban Map
of Catalonia, MUC), Corine Land Cover (land uses),
blocks, lots, LST, NDBI, and NDVI.
Different specific areas have been analysed. One of
them in Viladecans, Gavà, and Castelldefels Urban
Continuum. Here has been compared the obtained
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“Climatopes” (Fig. 11) whit the LST of the same area
(Fig. 12).

planning can be a decisive step to reduce the city's
climate impacts, increasing its resilience to climate
change. In synthesis we can conclude that: a) the use
of both analysis, remote sensing technologies and
“local climate zones” or “climatopes”, can help to
identify in detail, general and specific areas of the UHI;
b) at local scale urban morphology and land uses play
a key role to generate and control UHI, c) urban
planning and landscape design, the selection of
materials and vegetation, at urban scale has a
particular relevance to promote resilience to heat
waves and reduce the UHI, considering the specific
characteristics of the central areas of the city.
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Figure 11: Specific Definition of Local Climate Zones
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